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Abstract Assistive technology is an emerging area, where
robotic devices can help individuals with motor disabilities
to achieve independence in daily activities. This paper deals
with a system that provides remote control of Sony AIBO,
a commercial mobile robot, within the assistive project AS-
PICE. The robot can be controlled by various input devices,
including a Brain-Computer Interface. AIBO has been cho-
sen for its friendly-looking aspect, in order to ease interac-
tion with the patients. The development of the project is de-
scribed by focusing on the design of the robot navigation
system. Single step, semi-autonomous and autonomous nav-
igation modes have been realized to provide different levels
of control. Automatic collision avoidance is integrated in all
cases. Other features of the system, such as the video feed-
back from the robotic platform to the user, and the use of
AIBO as communication aid, are briefly described. The per-
formance of the navigation system is shown by simulations
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as well as experiments. The system has been clinically vali-
dated, in order to obtain a definitive assessment through pa-
tient feedback.
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1 Introduction

The development of robots for socially assistive applications
for elderly or disabled persons is a growing and increasingly
popular research area. Feil-Seifer and Matarić (2005) define
Socially assistive robotic systems (SARS) as the intersection
of Assistive robotic systems and Socially interactive robotic
systems.

Assistive robotic systems give aid or support to a human
user. These systems can be assessed by considering their ef-
fects on the quality of the user life. Projects undertaken in
this field, range from navigation aids for the visually im-
paired (Kulyukin et al. 2004), to robots for assisting mo-
tor disabled individuals (Caselli et al. 2003). These systems
should assist the patient in everyday tasks, e.g., managing
home appliances, carrying objects, or monitoring the en-
vironment (Harmo et al. 2005). An important objective in
this field is to design versatile systems, which adapt to the
user level of disability by offering various human-robot in-
terfaces and various levels of interaction. Semi-autonomous
navigation systems for wheelchairs, which adapt to the pa-
tient autonomy level (Fioretti et al. 2000; Seki et al. 2000;
Kitagawa et al. 2001), or provide users with driving assis-
tance (Yanko 1998) are an example of this approach. More-
over, it should be possible to collect signals for controlling
robots in an ‘intelligent home’ from different sources de-
pending on the user residual abilities (e.g., vision based sig-
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nals Rao et al. 2002, electro-encephalographic brain signals
Belic et al. 2005, or hand gestures Do et al. 2005).

On the other hand, socially interactive robots have been
defined by Fong et al. (2003) to describe robots whose main
task is some form of interaction. Fong categorizes these ro-
bots by the aspects of social interaction (speech, gestures,
etc.) they use. Concerns regarding human perception of ro-
botics, particularly the difference in social sophistication be-
tween humans and social robots, are addressed, and long-
term interaction is an area worthy of future research. Thus,
these systems should be validated by experiments on po-
tential users, as in Wada et al. (2005). Besides, in these
applications, an important role is played by the robot de-
sign, which should be familiar and friendly-looking, in or-
der to facilitate everyday interaction (Irie and Shibata 1997;
Kanamori et al. 2003).

SARS share with assistive robotics the goal to provide
assistance to human users, but specify that the assistance
is through social interaction. In SARS, the robot goal is to
create close and effective interaction with a human user for
the purpose of giving assistance and achieving measurable
progress in convalescence, rehabilitation, etc.

In this paper, we present the integration of a mobile robot
in the ASPICE (Assistive System for Patient’s Increase of
Communication, ambient control and mobility in absence of
muscular Effort) project (Cincotti et al. 2008). One central
feature of the ASPICE system is the possibility, for the user,
to remotely control the motion of a mobile robot (a Sony
AIBO) by means of a reduced set of commands, including
commands from a Brain-Computer Interface (BCI). While
moving, the robot should assist the user by monitoring the
environment, and by communicating specific requests to the
caregiver. Depending on the residual abilities of the user, as
well as on the desired task, it is possible to choose between
three different navigating modes for controlling the robot
motion. Automatic obstacle detection and avoidance is inte-
grated in the system to guarantee safe, collision-free motion
in cluttered environments. Human-robot interaction during
the ASPICE experimentation has been assessed by patient
feedback, in order to evaluate the social aspects of the sys-
tem. Hence, both physical and social interaction between the
user and the robot are considered in the project. A compara-
tive study of our technique with respect to other techniques
developed for different applications (and in particular those
cited in the above survey) is however very difficult, since the
characteristics of our robot navigation system were specifi-
cally designed according to the ASPICE requirements (e.g.,
the remote robot control via a low-frequency device such as
a remote BCI, and the use of a low-cost robot with closed
hardware and characteristic locomotion).

The development of the ASPICE robot navigation sys-
tem has been described in part in Cherubini et al. (2007).
Here, we provide a more complete overview of the system

over (Cherubini et al. 2007). First, we add more details on
the robot driver primitives, on the BCI, and on other robot
features implemented in ASPICE. Second, extended experi-
ments showing various aspects of the system are described.
The experiments are used to emphasize:

• the performance of the obstacle avoidance algorithms,
• the performance of the BCI-based navigation by compar-

ison with standard devices,
• the localization performance in the map-based navigation

mode,
• the utility of the designed navigation modes for accom-

plishing everyday tasks.

Finally, this article presents a deeper insight into the clinical
validation of the ASPICE navigation system.

The article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the ar-
chitecture of the ASPICE system is briefly illustrated. In
Sect. 3, the main features of the AIBO robot are described.
Section 4 presents the primitives developed for the robot
framework, at perception and motion levels. The robot nav-
igation modes that we implemented, on the basis of the AS-
PICE requirements, are outlined in Sect. 5. Other aspects of
the ASPICE robot driver are described in Sect. 6. Simula-
tions and experiments are reported in Sects. 7 and 8, respec-
tively. In the conclusion, we summarize the results.

2 The ASPICE project

2.1 Overview

The ASPICE project received in 2004 a two-year funding
grant from TELETHON, an Italian medical research char-
ity foundation. The project involved three partners, among
which the Clinical Neurophysiopathology Laboratory of the
Fondazione Santa Lucia IRCCS and the Robotics Lab of the
University of Rome “La Sapienza”.

The project was aimed at the development of a techno-
logical aid which allowed neuromotor-disabled users to im-
prove or recover their mobility and communication within
the surrounding environment. The project was particularly
addressed towards those patients in which the residual mus-
cular strength was low and practical obstacles or security
concerns did not allow a displacement from the bed (see
Cincotti et al. 2008 for more details). Therefore, the major
requirements were: adaptability to different levels of disabil-
ity, low cost, and robustness to the setting. Depending on the
user requirements, the assistive device would be a program
running on a common low-power PC, on a palmtop, or on a
powerful workstation.

The ASPICE architecture, with input and output devices,
is summarized in Fig. 1. Some key elements of the system
are:

• a variety of input devices for easy access to the Control
Unit: these include standard input devices (mouse, joy-
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Fig. 1 The ASPICE
architecture

stick, eye tracker, voice recognition) as well as a Brain-
Computer Interface;

• the Control Unit, which receives signals from the input
devices through a Graphic User Interface (GUI) and con-
verts them into commands that drive the output devices
(either the domotic appliances or a mobile robot);

• the mobile robot;
• a number of domotic appliances, which must comply with

the patient’s need for ambient control (e.g., TV, lights,
video camera, telephone, personal computer);

• visual feedback (either through the fixed video camera or
through the robot vision system) to provide the user with
an increased sense of presence in the environment.

The Control Unit contains drivers for all output devices; in
some cases, previously existing drivers are utilized, whereas
in other cases (e.g., the mobile robot) the driver has been
designed “ad hoc” for the specific system. Note that all the
signals between the input devices and the Control Unit, and
between the latter and the output devices (including visual
feedback) are transmitted over a wireless connection. In this
paper, we do not focus on ASPICE input devices other than
the mouse and BCI, nor on output devices other than the mo-
bile robot AIBO. For further details, the readers should refer
to Cincotti et al. (2008). In the remainder of this section, the
BCI which is used as input device and the Robot Driver that
we implemented for controlling AIBO are briefly described.

2.2 Brain-computer interface

The ASPICE system input devices are customized on the
severely motor impaired patients’ residual abilities, based

on the aforementioned technologies. Users can utilize the
aids they are already familiar with, and on the other hand,
the variety of input devices provides robustness to the wors-
ening of the patient abilities, which is a typical consequence
of degenerative diseases.

When the patient is not able to use any of the standard
input devices, or when a degenerative disease likely implies
that in the future he/she will no more be able to use them,
a BCI should be utilized to access the Control Unit. The
BCI gives the user communication and control channels that
do not depend on the brain normal output channels of pe-
ripheral nerves and muscles (Wolpaw et al. 2002). In other
terms, a BCI can detect the activation patterns of the brain,
and whenever the user induces a voluntary modification of
these patterns, it is able to detect it, and to translate it into
an action that is associated to the user will. BCI technology
has substantially improved in the last decade, and it is rea-
sonable to expect that, in the near future, a wider class of
users will profit from it. Though the number of completely
paralyzed patients is rather small (some hundred thousand
worldwide), BCIs have the relevance that derives from be-
ing the ‘only’ option for such users, who would otherwise
be locked in their bodies.

As it emerges from a concise review of related work,
real time control tasks based on human EEG have been
addressed to simple applications, such as moving a com-
puter cursor on a screen (Wolpaw et al. 1991), opening a
hand orthosis (Pfurtscheller and Neuper 2001), controlling a
wheeled robot (del Millán et al. 2004), or driving a wheel-
chair (Rebsamen et al. 2006). Recently, an experimental
BCI which was implanted into the brain motor cortex, en-
abled a tetraplegic to move a computer cursor (Hochberg et
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al. 2006). However, to our knowledge, application of non-
invasive BCI technology to interaction with a wider set of
devices has not been explored yet, and represents one of the
goals of the ASPICE system.

The BCI used in ASPICE can be based alternatively
on time domain (i.e., P300 evoked potentials Farwell and
Donchin 1988) or on frequency domain features (i.e., senso-
rimotor rhythms Wolpaw and McFarland 1994) of the EEG
signal. The performance of these two BCI versions varies
on an individual basis, and the most reliable features are
chosen depending on the user predisposition. In both ver-
sions, a visual interface (on a screen) aids the user in choos-
ing the command to be sent to the ASPICE Control Unit.
The EEG potentials are captured by means of an electrode
cap, amplified, digitized and transmitted to a personal com-
puter. Processing is handled by the BCI2000 software pack-
age (Schalk et al. 2004). After a preliminary signal condi-
tioning phase, which includes a linear mixture of channels
implementing a high pass spatial filter, the features (either
in the time or frequency domain) are extracted and used to
identify the user desired command.

When time domain features are employed, a sequence
of icons corresponding to possible ASPICE commands is
shown on the screen to the user. The icons are highlighted
successively one by one (ca. 3 icons are highlighted per sec-
ond). After each sequence, classification is implemented,
and the command corresponding to the identified target icon
is forwarded to the ASPICE Control Unit. Time domain fea-
tures are the result of an averaging procedure: the mean
of time samples at equal latency from the stimulus (i.e.,
the icon display) is computed, for each channel, and for
each stimulus. Averaged potentials at specific latencies and
channels are fed into a linear classifier. The latency/channel
choice, and the weights for classification are determined in
advance by training the classifier. A threshold is used to as-
sess reliability of the classification.

When frequency domain features are employed, two tar-
gets, positioned at the top and bottom edge of the screen,
are shown to the user. Two actions (scroll along all possible
ASPICE commands, and select the desired command) are
associated with the targets. The subject controls the vertical
velocity of a cursor on the visual interface by modulating
the amplitude of his EEG sensorimotor rhythms above or be-
low a dynamically adapted threshold value. When the cursor
reaches either the top or the bottom target, the correspond-
ing action (scroll or select) is performed in order to choose
the command to be forwarded to the ASPICE Control Unit.
Frequency domain features are computed using a parametric
estimation, which takes into account the latest 300 ms of sig-
nal and is updated every 100 ms. The power spectral density
values at specific channels and frequency bins (which are
identified in advance during the training phase) are linearly
combined. The output is detrended using a moving average

value, which avoids drift of the control signal if the EEG am-
plitude is increased or decreased (e.g., due to non-voluntary
arousal effects).

2.3 The robot driver

In any assistive robotics project, a major requirement is the
user friendliness of the robotic platform. In fact, although in
recent years users are becoming, on the average, more ac-
quainted with technology, characteristics such as low cost,
safety, and low request for maintenance are still fundamen-
tal needs of any biomedical robotic application. Moreover,
clinicians have often emphasized the importance of working
with a familiar, friendly-looking robot, in order to limit its
psychological impact on patients (Irie and Shibata 1997). In
our case, these considerations led to the choice of the dog-
like robot Sony AIBO ERS-7 (described in Sect. 3) for in-
clusion in the system. Besides, studies on improvement of
quality of life, among elderly, using AIBO, have given good
results (Kanamori et al. 2003).

AIBO should be driven around the user home with a
small set of commands, depending on the residual abilities.
It should also assist the impaired patient in visually moni-
toring the environment and in communicating with the care-
giver. Partial autonomy should be implemented in order to
avoid collisions with unexpected obstacles present in the
environment. Another requirement is that AIBO should be
able to charge its battery when needed without any user in-
tervention. As aforementioned, one of the objectives of the
ASPICE project is compatibility with a variety of users and
their level of disability. In this spirit, three navigation modes
have been developed: Single step, Semi-autonomous and Au-
tonomous mode. The user is expected to choose single step
navigation when he/she wants to retain complete control of
the robot motion; e.g., for fine motion in cluttered areas. In
semi-autonomous navigation, the user specifies the main di-
rection of motion, leaving to the robot the task of avoiding
obstacles. Finally, in the autonomous navigation mode, only
a target point in the environment is assigned by the user, and
the robot travels to the target; this is useful for quickly reach-
ing some important locations (a window, the front door, the
kitchen). This mode of operation is expected to be partic-
ularly useful for severely impaired patients, which are un-
able to send frequent commands. All three navigation modes
must contain some level of obstacle avoidance.

Each navigation mode is associated to a GUI in the AS-
PICE Control Unit. The three GUIs are shown in Fig. 2.
By selecting the corresponding button from the single step
GUI, the user can control the direction of the step. From the
semi-autonomous mode GUI, the user can select one of six
directions—the same of the single step mode—or stop the
robot. Instead, from the autonomous navigation mode GUI,
each button that the user can select corresponds to a desti-
nation in the user apartment (here, the bedroom, the living
room, the bathroom, and the kitchen).
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Fig. 2 The ASPICE navigation
GUIs: single step (above),
semi-autonomous (center) and
autonomous (below) modes. In
each GUI, the home button
brings back to the ASPICE main
GUI

Fig. 3 The Sony AIBO ERS-7 used in the ASPICE project

3 The robot platform: AIBO

The platform used in this work is a quadruped robot, Sony
AIBO ERS-7, pictured in Fig. 3. AIBO is a very interesting
low-cost robot, widely used for research as well as enter-
tainment purposes. The robot is equipped with 20 actuated
joints, a CMOS camera, two distance sensors (on the head
and on the chest), an accelerometer, a stereo microphone, a
MIDI speaker, a set of leds and pression sensors. A wireless
LAN card enables remote control and debugging. The actu-
ated joints are: 3 for each leg, 3 for the head (head tilt, head
pan, and neck tilt), 2 for the tail, 1 for each ear and 1 for the
mouth. AIBO’s real-time operating system APERIOS runs a
specialized layer called OPEN-R, a cross-development envi-
ronment based on C++. The robot behavior is programmed
by loading all executable and configuration files on a mem-
ory stick which is read by the on-board processor. In spite
of the above features, the AIBO robot presents many limita-
tions, which made its use within the ASPICE project a real
challenge. The most severe are the following:

• the closed hardware prevents the addition of sensors
and/or actuators;

• since Sony does not release the code of its driver, we had
to realize from scratch an ad hoc driver for this work;

• the head distance sensor and the CMOS camera move in
accordance, making it impossible for the distance sen-
sor to detect obstacles in directions other than the one
pointed by the camera: a tradeoff between moving the
head for video feedback and moving it for obstacle de-
tection/avoidance had to be reached;

• the chest distance sensor is constrained to the robot body
and peculiarly oriented, thus limiting its effective utility;

• vibrational and slipping effects during the quadruped gait
cycle make odometric reconstruction very inaccurate in
the long run;

• the variable attitude of AIBO during its gait precludes the
use of an external sensory system (e.g., based on infrared
triangulation with a detector placed on the robot) for solv-
ing the localization problem.

4 Primitives

In order to utilize AIBO, specific primitives have been devel-
oped and integrated in the driver framework. The primitives
have been designed to fulfill the robot driver requirements,
i.e. obstacle detection/avoidance, motion control, and path
planning.

Let us define the three reference frames which will be
used in this work:

• the robot frame (Figs. 4 and 6) with origin fixed at the ro-
bot center projection on the ground, x-axis in the forward
direction, y-axis pointing the left side of the robot, and
z-axis in the vertical direction;

• the image frame (Fig. 5) with origin fixed at the top left
corner of the image, horizontal ix-axis pointing right, and
iy-axis pointing downward—the coordinates of the image
center in this frame are noted: [i x̄ i ȳ]T ;

• the camera frame (Figs. 4 and 6) with origin fixed in the
camera center, horizontal cx-axis pointing right, cy-axis
pointing downward, and cz-axis pointing forward—in
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Fig. 4 Relevant variables
utilized in: (a) occupancy grid
generation, (b) straight white
line tracking, and (c) coded
square tracking

Fig. 6, we also noted the robot neck tilt, head pan,
and head tilt joint positions respectively with: qH =
[ψ1 ϕ ψ2]T .

4.1 Perception primitives

The main features that the robot should perceive are the ob-
stacles that it should avoid, and the landmarks that it needs
for localization and path planning purposes. We chose to use
the robot range sensors to detect obstacles, and the camera to
recognize visual landmarks. We use a local two-dimensional
occupancy grid to represent the detected obstacles, built by
the occupancy grid generator. The visual landmarks that we
use are straight white lines and coded squares placed on
the floor. Thus, a straight white line extractor and a coded
square extractor have been developed. Moreover, the visual
landmarks should be located in sequential scenes. This task
is accomplished by a visual landmark tracker.

4.1.1 Occupancy grid generator

The robot should be able to recover robust and useful spatial
descriptions of its surrounding obstacles, using sensory in-
formation. These descriptions should be used for short-term
planning in the environment. To do this, we use a tesselated
two-dimensional representation of spatial information called
the occupancy grid. In the past years, the occupancy grid
framework proved to be extremely efficient for performing
path planning and obstacle avoidance in unknown and un-
structured environments, and researchers proposed different
functions for updating the grid cells (e.g. Fuzzy (Oriolo et
al. 1997); Bayesian (Howard and Kitchen 1996); Gaussian
(Elfes 1989)). The occupancy grids have also been used for
obstacle detection on Sony AIBO. Fasola et al. (2005) make
use of the robot camera to generate a local occupancy grid,
used for taking navigation decisions. A similar approach is
used in Hoffmann et al. (2004), where recent information
is integrated along with current information, based on odo-
metric data. However, both works were used in the Robocup
application, where free space can be easily identified by the

green color (the color of the soccer field). Instead, in un-
known environments, using visual information for obstacle
detection is very challenging. The AIBO range sensors are
a better tool, although only two are available. In Hugel et al.
(2003), a scanning motion of the AIBO head distance sensor
is used to map the obstacles locally, and the position of the
barycenter of the sensor readings after every scan is used for
robot navigation.

For our application, a simple local instantaneous map
without prior information is sufficient. In our approach, the
two range finders (head and chest) are used to detect obsta-
cles, although the chest sensor, due to its limited range and
particular orientation (see Fig. 3), can only detect near ob-
stacles and therefore is not used to compute the occupancy
grid. Thus, only the head sensor is utilized to build the local
occupancy grid by moving the head pan joint along a sinu-
soidal profile spanning an angular width of 90◦. While the
origin of the occupancy grid is always on the head pan axis,
and its longitudinal extent is limited by the range of the head
distance sensor (1 m), its orientation (i.e., the direction of
its bisectrix) is the same as the direction of motion (vx vy)

(see Fig. 4a). As is shown in the figure, 30 grid cells are
used. The cells are annulus sectors of width 15◦ and height
0.2 m. Obviously, due to the joint limit, it is impossible to
build occupancy grids for backward motions. The grid may
be built with the robot either stationary or in motion. In the
second case, the head pan movement is synchronized with
the gait cycle, and odometric data (reconstructed through
the leg joint encoders) are used to build a consistent map:
in practice, at every time frame, the previous range read-
ings are displaced on the map according to the robot mea-
sured motion. When the pan cycle is complete, a cell in the
grid is considered to be occupied if there is at least one sen-
sor reading indicating an obstacle inside that cell. Although
the grid is built locally, our approach is effective for vari-
ous reasons. First, it does not require excessive exploitation
of the robot computational resources. Second, since the ro-
bot builds more than 10 occupancy grids while traveling the
distance corresponding to the longitudinal extent of the dis-
tance sensor (1 m), obstacles on the route (including moving
obstacles) are unlikely to be missed. Thirdly, due to its low
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weight, AIBO has a small inertia, which enables it to be very
reactive as soon as obstacles are perceived.

4.1.2 Straight white line extractor

A requirement of the robot driver is straight white line ex-
traction. In order to be independent from color classifica-
tion, the straight white lines are detected by search only
on the luminance signal I (ix, iy). Thus, line edges are
searched at pixels with a strong variation of luminance with
respect to that of adjacent pixels. For each pixel located in
p = [ix iy]T the gradient of luminance ∇I (p) is computed,
using the Roberts operator (Roberts 1965) as in Rofer et al.
(2005):

s(p) = I
(
ix + 1 , iy + 1

) − I
(
ix , iy

)

t (p) = I
(
ix + 1 , iy

) − I
(
ix , iy + 1

)

|∇I (p)| = √
s(p)2 + t (p)2

∠∇I (p) = ATAN2(s(p), t (p))

(1)

where |∇I (p)| is the magnitude and ∠∇I (p) ∈ (−π,π ] is
the direction of the pixel luminance gradient (with respect
to line iy = −ix and positive CW, see Fig. 5. Edges are then
detected by applying a threshold test to |∇I (p)|. We use
a threshold T dependent on the mean value (noted μ|∇I |)
of |∇I (p)| on the given image. This adaptive thresholding
makes the edge detection algorithm more robust to varying
light conditions, as compared to similar works implemented
in environments where light conditions had to be controlled.
The threshold test may be written:

p ∈ Pe if |∇I (p)| ≥ T
(
μ|∇I |

)

p /∈ Pe else
(2)

where Pe is the set of image edge pixels (marked in yellow
in Fig. 5).

Afterwards, by applying threshold tests to relative dis-
tances and to luminance gradient directions of the edge pix-
els belonging to Pe , subsets of line pixels are derived. Indi-
cating with NSWL the total number of straight white lines
extracted on the image, the line pixel subsets are noted:
PSWL,j (j = 1, . . . ,NSWL). Each PSWL,j defines a line
detected on the image frame, and must contain at least
nSWL,min pixels.

We tested several other edge detection algorithms (Russ
1999; Smith and Brady 1997), but the Roberts operator
showed better results, although the aforementioned meth-
ods are more efficient for color space based extraction
(Wesolkowski et al. 2000). Besides, due to its low compu-
tation time, this line extraction method was preferred to the
Hough Transform technique, which we also experimented,
and which is widely used for line detection in noisy im-
ages, with extensions also accounting for line connectivity
and thickness, as in Yang et al. (1997).

In conclusion, the straight white line extractor algorithm
returns the coordinates of the pixels belonging to the NSWL

lines extracted on the image frame (Fig. 5):

[ixr
iyr ]TSWL,j ∈ PSWL,j

r = 1, . . . , nj , j = 1, . . . ,NSWL (3)

4.1.3 Coded square extractor

Along with the straight white lines, we have chosen to use
as visual landmarks a set of white coded squares laid on
the ground. The identity and orientation of each square is
uniquely identified through a black dots code, similarly to
Carreras et al. (2003). The choice of binary coding, i.e.,
black and white, is aimed at using luminance variation, in-
stead of color classification, for extracting the square char-
acteristics. We arranged from 1 to 7 black dots on the bor-
der of the squares, in order to generate configurations which
uniquely define the landmark identity (defined by its la-
bel: ID) and orientation. The 15 landmarks which we used
can be seen in Fig. 7. Note that all the used landmarks are
unambiguous with respect to multiple 90◦ orientation er-
rors. Hence, the landmark identity and orientation can be
uniquely identified in spite of the square rotational symme-
try.

In practice, edges of squares are searched within the set
of edge pixels Pe derived as in the straight white line ex-
tractor. The robot frame coordinates of all edge pixels are
derived from their image frame coordinates, with the pro-
jection which will be presented below. Then, the projected
edges are compared with a reference square with the same
dimensions of the coded square, so that the square perime-
ter pixels are identified. These define a subset of Pe for each
square (see Fig. 5). Indicating with NCS the total number of
coded squares extracted on the image, the subsets of edge
pixels of each square l are noted: PCS,l (l = 1, . . . ,NCS ).
Each PCS,l defines a coded square detected on the image
frame, and must contain at least nCS,min pixels. Afterwards,
pixels on the segments (scanlines) leading from the center
to the perimeter edges are classified by using a binary seg-
mentation which uses the mean value of I on the image as
threshold. Corke (1996) showed how binary segmentation
is affected by noise, threshold selection and edge gradient.
However, in this application, the choice of binary coding
and the use of binary segmentation only in a small image
window, and with adaptive thresholding, reduces these prob-
lems. Finally, black dots are extracted by associating a suf-
ficient number of near black pixels found on the scanlines.

In conclusion, the coded square extractor returns, for
each of the NCS detected coded squares: the image coor-
dinates of the square center o and of the centers of the
ndots black dots (respectively marked in red, and in cyan
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Fig. 5 (Color online)
Extracting edges (in yellow), for
straight white line (left) and
coded square (right) detection.
The detected coded square
center is marked in red, and the
dot centers are marked in cyan

Fig. 6 The camera frame and head joint positions

in Fig. 5):

[ixo
iyo]TCS,l [ixm

iym]TCS,l,

l = 1, . . . ,NCS, m = 1, . . . , ndots , ndots = 1, . . . ,7 (4)

4.1.4 Visual landmark tracker

The straight white line extractor and coded square extractor
only take into account information from the current image,
and give no long-term knowledge. Thus, consistent land-
marks must be obtained by comparing the extracted land-
marks over consecutive images. This is done by project-
ing the characteristic points of each extracted visual land-
mark V L = SWL1, . . . , SWLNSWL

,CS1, . . . ,CSNCS
from

the image frame (coordinates [ix iy]TV L) to the robot frame
(coordinates [x y z]TV L). Such mapping is not one-to-one,
and can only determine the projecting ray of the point. How-
ever, in our application, since all the visual landmarks are on
the ground plane, the problem can be solved in closed form.

In fact, given the intrinsic parameters of the camera:

αx scaling factor in pixels/mm for the ix-axis
αy scaling factor in pixels/mm for the iy-axis
i x̄ image plane center abscissa in pixels
i ȳ image plane center ordinate in pixels
f focal length in mm

the point coordinates in the camera and image frames can be
related (Corke 1996) by:

(
ix
iy

)
=

(
i x̄
i ȳ

)
+ f

cz − f

(
αx

cx

αy
cy

)
(5)

This equation can be rewritten:

(−f αx 0 ix − i x̄

0 −f αy
iy − i ȳ

)⎛

⎝
cx
cy
cz

⎞

⎠ = f

(
ix − i x̄
iy − i x̄

)
(6)

Besides, given the homogeneous transformation matrix
rTc representing the camera frame pose with respect to the
robot frame, the coordinates of a point in the two reference
frames are related by:

⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

x

y

z

1

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠ = rTc

⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

cx
cy
cz

1

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠ (7)

We neglect the distance between the robot head tilt and head
pan axes, assuming they intersect in a point which stays in
a constant position R = [xR 0 zR]T in the robot frame (see
Fig. 6), and that the robot body maintains constant orienta-
tion around the y axis, and null orientation around the two
other axes, during motion. Under these assumptions, rTc

can be easily computed at every frame through the three
head joint positions qH = [ψ1 ϕ ψ2]T , by using the Denavit
and Hartenberg method (Hartenberg and Denavit 1955) as in
Rofer et al. (2005). Since landmarks are on the ground plane
(i.e. zV L = 0) the third equation from (7) can be expanded
and used, along with (6):

⎛

⎝
t31 t32 t33

−f αx 0 ixV L − i x̄

0 −f αy
iyV L − i ȳ

⎞

⎠

⎛

⎝
cx
cy
cz

⎞

⎠

V L

=
⎛

⎝
−t34

f (ixV L − i x̄)

f (iyV L − i x̄)

⎞

⎠ (8)

where the tpq are the elements of rTc(qH ). Inverting this
equation away from singularities allows for computation of
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the landmark position [cx cy cz]TV L in the camera frame,
given the landmark position [ix iy]TV L in the image frame re-
turned by the straight white line extractor and coded square
extractor. Finally, substituting [cx cy cz]TV L in (7) gives the
landmark position [x y 0]TV L in the robot frame.

The robot frame coordinates of all straight white line
points [xr yr 0]TSWL,j are then processed with a least
square error algorithm in order to identify the parame-
ters [b α]TSWL,j of each of the NSWL lines (see Fig. 4b).
Variable b is the signed distance between the nearest line
point L and the robot (positive for positive yL), and α ∈
(−π

2 , π
2 ] denotes the orientation offset. A similar approach

is used to process all the coded squares characteristic points
[xo yo 0]TCS,l , and [xm ym 0]TCS,l , and obtain the identity
IDl = 1 . . .15 and orientation γl , of each of the NCS coded
squares (see Fig. 4c). Visual landmarks extracted and pro-
jected at previous frames are displaced according to the ro-
bot measured motion and compared with the current pro-
jected landmarks for checking consistency and filtering out
false positives.

The algorithm returns the characteristics of the visual
landmarks, validated in a sufficient number of consecutive
frames:

[b α]TSWL,j j = 1, . . . ,NSWL

IDl γl [xo yo 0]TCS,l l = 1, . . . ,NCS

(9)

4.2 Motion primitives

From a kinematic viewpoint, AIBO can be considered as
an omnidirectional robot, i.e., three velocities (forward vx ,
lateral vy , and angular vθ around the robot center, pos-
itive for CCW rotation) can be independently specified
(Fig. 4a). In all cases where the robot velocities are spec-
ified in workspace coordinates as V = [Vx Vy]T (e.g.,
when they are imposed by a user command), they must be
mapped to the configuration space. To perform this con-
version, we have tested two strategies. The first (omnidi-
rectional translational motion), consists of simply setting
[vx vy vθ ]T = [Vx Vy 0]T . Instead, the second kind of con-
version (nonholonomic-like motion), consists in setting:

vx = Vx

vy = 0

vθ = ATAN2(Vy,Vx)

(10)

The characteristics of each strategy have determined their
utilization for each robot behavior, as will be illustrated later.

Basic motion primitives for controlling the robot legs in
order to obtain the desired motion [vx vy vθ ]T are based on
the quadruped parameterized walk inspired by the work of
Hengts et al. (2001), which is widely used in the four-legged
robot community, and which we will not discuss in detail.

Velocity commands computed by the motion primitives are
suitably scaled if any of them exceeds the physical limits of
the actuators.

We also developed three primitives: Landmark fixer,
Landmark approacher (LA), and Straight line follower,
which use visual information returned by the perception
primitives to guide the robot. In practice, the robot actua-
tors are driven by a visual servoing scheme. Since the vi-
sual landmark tracker returns the position of the visual land-
marks relative to the robot, position-based visual servo con-
trol turns out to offer a better solution than image-based
servoing. The three vision-based motion primitives are ex-
plained below.

4.2.1 Landmark fixer

Referring to Corke (1996), “fixation” is defined as motion
aimed at keeping one point in the scene (the “target”, noted
TG) at the same location in the image plane. In this work,
it is of great interest to apply this control scheme to a vi-
sual landmark, by keeping it centered in the image plane.
Advantages include: reducing chances of losing sight of the
landmark during motion, reducing motion blur, and reduc-
ing the effect of geometric distortion in the lens (since the
optical axis will be pointed at the landmark). In many vi-
sual servoing works, the knowledge of camera motion dur-
ing fixation is used to determine the 3D position of the tar-
get: [x y z]TT G. Instead, in this application, since the 3D po-
sition of the target is returned by the visual landmark tracker
algorithm outlined above both for straight white lines and
for coded squares, it can be used as is for fixation.

For fixation of a straight white line with parameters
[b α]T , we choose the 3D position of the target to be
the position of the line point L nearest to the robot:
[x y z]TT G = [b sinα b cosα 0]T . Instead, for fixation
of a coded square with center [xo yo 0]T , we choose:
[x y z]TT G = [xo yo 0]T . In both cases, the position [x y z]TT G

is used for solving the inverse kinematics problem of find-
ing the head joint coordinates for fixation. In practice,
given the target coordinates in the robot frame, the fixa-
tion task consists in finding the robot head joint positions
qH = [ψ1 ϕ ψ2]T such that the target coordinates in the
camera frame are [cx=0 cy=0 cz]TT G (corresponding to
centering the target in the image plane). This is equivalent
to solving equation:

⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

0
0
cz

1

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠

T G

= cTr(qH )

⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

x

y

z

1

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠

T G

(11)

for qH . cTr(qH ) is the homogeneous transformation matrix
representing the robot frame pose with respect to the camera
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frame coordinates. It is derived by inverting rTc(qH ) away
from singularities.

Apart from singular configurations where no solution can
be determined due either to joint limits (e.g. target “behind”
the robot head: in this case a different target point must be
chosen) or to singularities of rTc(qH ), for most configura-
tions the solution of (11) is non-unique. In fact, although
the head pan joint position ϕ can be derived from the first
equation in (11):

ϕ = ATAN2(yT G, xT G − xR) (12)

replacing it in the two other equations does not guarantee
a unique solution for the head tilt and neck tilt joint posi-
tions. In our implementation, we choose, whenever possible
(i.e. when xT G is “sufficiently” large) to fix ψ1 to its lower
bound (in order to maximize scene depth cz), and derive ψ2

from (11). If it is not possible to adopt this strategy due to
the ψ2 joint limits, we fix ψ2 to its limit, and derive ψ1.

4.2.2 Landmark approacher

When the robot finds a landmark (with the extractors de-
scribed in Sect. 4.1), it should approach it, in order to
get a better perception, which can be useful for localiza-
tion purposes. In practice, it is a posture stabilization task
with reference configuration defined by the absolute posi-
tion and orientation of the landmark. As we suggested pre-
viously, some tasks can be accomplished more effectively if
nonholonomic-like motion is enforced. However, no smooth
state-feedback control law can solve the non-square pos-
ture stabilization problem for a nonholonomic mobile robot
(Canudas de Wit et al. 1996). Alternative control approaches
(e.g. smooth time-varying (Samson and Ait-Abderrahim
1991) and discontinuous feedbacks) have shown limitations
such as slow convergence and oscillatory transient. These
considerations, along with the requirement of minimizing
the path to the target, led us to the choice of omnidirectional
motion, instead of nonholonomic motion, in the implemen-
tation of the landmark approacher.

The omnidirectional walk that drives the robot to the
landmark implements a proportional closed-loop control
strategy for reducing the robot relative distance and orien-
tation with respect to the nearest landmark perceived.

In the case of straight white line approaching, this is done
by setting robot velocities:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

vx = κT b sinα

vy = κT b cosα

vθ = −κR α

(13)

A similar controller is used for coded square approaching;
in this case the robot velocities are set to:
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

vx = κT xo

vy = κT yo

vθ = −κR γ

(14)

In both cases, κT and κR are positive given gains.

4.2.3 Straight line follower

This primitive should solve the path following problem for
a straight white line, i.e. find a control law such that

lim
t→∞b(t) = 0 lim

t→∞α(t) = 0 (15)

For this problem, we decided to adopt a nonholonomic
model for the robot, in order to obtain more effective ob-
stacle avoidance (as stated further), and a more “natural-
looking” walk. Moreover, the path following problem dif-
fers from the posture stabilization problem in that both lin-
ear and non-linear smooth state-feedback control solutions
exist for a nonholonomic mobile robot (Canudas de Wit et
al. 1996). On the other hand, since the task is less stringent
than posture tracking, it can be achieved by using only one
control variable. In this work, we utilize only the angular
velocity vθ . AIBO is modeled as a unicycle robot, with ve-
locities [vx vy = 0 vθ ]T and it is rather simple to verify
that the following kinematic equations hold:

ḃ = −vx sinα

α̇ = vϑ

(16)

Linear feedback control can be realized by tangent lineariza-
tion of the two equations above, in the neighborhood of
(b = 0, α = 0). This gives the second order linear system:

ḃ = −vxα

α̇ = vϑ

(17)

which is clearly controllable, and thus asymptotically stabi-
lizable by linear state feedback on vϑ , when vx is constant
and strictly positive. Thus, let us fix vx = vf > 0. It is rather
simple to verify that a stabilizing linear feedback is of the
form:

vϑ = (k2b − k3α)vf (18)

with:

k2 = a2

k3 = 2ξa
(19)

where a > 0 must be chosen so as to specify the transient
“rise distance” and ξ ∈ (0,1) is the damping coefficient. The
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validity of this approach at walking and jogging speeds has
been proved by similar works, e.g. for hexapod robot line
following, as in Skaff et al. (2003).

As an alternative approach, consider the nonlinear feed-
back control:

vϑ =
(

k2b
sinα

α
− k3α

)
vf (20)

with k2, k3 given by (19). Control (20) asymptotically stabi-
lizes (b = 0, α = 0) for any initial robot configuration. The
proof can be derived by considering the Lyapunov function:

V (b,α) = k2
b2

2
+ α2

2
(21)

5 Robot navigation modes

All three navigation modes are based on the algorithms
presented in Sect. 4. The Single step mode and the Semi-
autonomous mode utilize only the Occupancy grid genera-
tor. The first sequentially uses the occupancy grid and imple-
ments motion control, whereas in the latter occupancy grid
generation and motion control are executed simultaneously.
The Autonomous mode utilizes all the primitives presented
in Sect. 4.

5.1 Single step mode

With single step motion, the robot can be driven, with a fixed
step size, in any six directions (forward, backward, lateral
left/right, CW and CCW rotations). Before performing the
motion command, the robot generates the appropriate oc-
cupancy grid (oriented along the intention of motion) from
its stationary position and verifies whether the step can be
performed without colliding with obstacles. The collision is
checked by applying a threshold test to the sum of the in-
verse distances of all the occupied grid cells. If:

∑

c

1

‖c‖ > TSS

(with ‖c‖ distance of the occupied cell center from the ro-
bot center) the collision check is positive, and the robot
will not step in the desired direction. Otherwise, the step
will be performed. Clearly, the contribution of near occu-
pied cells to the above sum is greater than that of far occu-
pied cells. Note that, since no occupancy grid can be built
for backward or rotational motions, the corresponding step
commands should be used with care.

5.2 Semi-autonomous mode

With semi-autonomous motion, the user specifies general di-
rections of motion, which the robot should track as closely

as possible. Instead of executing a single step, the robot
walks continuously in the specified direction until it re-
ceives a new command (either a new direction or a stop).
If the specified direction is forward or lateral1 (i.e., the
user desired direction of motion in the workspace is Vdes =
[Vdes,x 0]T or Vdes = [0 Vdes,y]T ), autonomous obstacle
avoidance is obtained by the use of potential fields. The al-
gorithm used in this case is explained below.

In fact, the use of potential fields has proved to be a pow-
erful technique for controlling robot motion (Khatib 1986).
Some researchers have used potential fields to address the
problem of real time action selection both for navigation and
manipulation purposes on the AIBO (Johansson and Saf-
fiotti 2001). Others (Prestes et al. 2001) calculate, from an
occupancy grid, the potential fields needed for autonomous
exploration of an environment. We decided to use the lat-
ter approach by generating the occupancy grid as the robot
moves, and then using it to compute the robot velocities. Our
algorithm uses a composition of vortex and repulsive fields
to build the velocity field. In particular, for each occupied
cell on the occupancy grid, centered at c = [xc yc]T , with
xc and yc cell coordinates in the robot frame (see Fig. 4a),
define the repulsive potential as:

Ur (‖c‖ , η) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Kr

(
1

‖c‖ − 1

η

)2

if‖c‖ ≤ η

0 else

(22)

where ‖c‖ is the distance of the occupied cell from the robot
center, η the radius of influence of the potential, and Kr a
given gain. The repulsive field induced by each cell is simply
obtained as the gradient of this potential, i.e.,

f r
c =

(
f r

c,x

f r
c,y

)

=

⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

∂Ur(‖c‖ , ηr )

∂xc

∂Ur(‖c‖ , ηr )

∂yc

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠ (23)

while the vortex field (De Luca and Oriolo 1994) is defined
as:

f v
c =

(
f v

c,x

f v
c,y

)

=

⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

±∂Ur(‖c‖ , ηv)

∂yc

∓∂Ur(‖c‖ , ηv)

∂xc

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠ (24)

Note the different radii of influence ηr and ηv of repulsive
and vortex fields, respectively. By choosing ηv > ηr , we ob-
tain velocity fields that are essentially vortices at large dis-
tances, and become increasingly repulsive at close range.
The signs of f v

c,x and f v
c,y depend on the position of the

1As for the single step mode, no obstacle avoidance can be performed
when executing backward or rotational motions.
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Fig. 7 The roadmap used in autonomous navigation mode. The ID
labels of each coded square are indicated. Note that crossings appear
larger than they are

occupied cell with respect to the robot sagittal plane: a cell
in the right (left) half of the grid will induce a CW (CCW)
vortex.

The fields generated by all the occupied grid cells are
then superimposed with the desired workspace velocity in
order to obtain the total velocity field:

V =
∑

c

f r
c +

∑

c

f v
c + Vdes (25)

This velocity must be mapped to the configuration space ve-
locities either with the omnidirectional translational motion
conversion or by enforcing nonholonomic-like motion (10).
The first is consistent with the objective of maintaining as
much as possible the robot orientation specified by the user.
Instead, with the second kind of conversion, the orientation
of the robot is always tangent to the path; the grid provides
more effective collision avoidance since the direction of its
angle bisector coincides with the x-axis (because vy is null).
After having implemented and tested both modes in a pre-
liminary phase, the omnidirectional mode was chosen for
semi-autonomous navigation.

5.3 Autonomous mode

For the Autonomous navigation mode, we designed a phys-
ical roadmap (shown in Fig. 7) to reach and connect all the
relevant destinations in the experimental arena, and utilized
a more sophisticated visual servoing scheme.

The roadmap is formed by streets and crossings, all real-
ized in white adhesive tape and laid on the ground. The per-
ception primitives described in Sect. 4.1 are used to identify
the streets (i.e. straight white lines) and crossings (i.e. coded
squares) while the motion primitives described in Sect. 4.2
are used to drive the robot on the map. When approaching a

landmark or following a street, the robot concurrently imple-
ments landmark fixing, in order to keep the landmark cen-
tered in the image plane.

The robot autonomous behavior is represented by a Petri
Nets (Murata 1989) based framework which has been suc-
cessfully deployed on the AIBO Platform in the Robocup
field (Ziparo and Iocchi 2006). The Petri Net Plan formal-
ism allows for high level description of complex action in-
teractions that are necessary in programming a cognitive ro-
bot: non-instantaneous actions, sensing and conditional ac-
tions, action failures, concurrent actions, interrupts, action
synchronization.

The autonomous navigation plan uses the following ac-
tions (note that at all times during the actions, the percep-
tion primitives are also executed for searching and updating
perceived data):

• Seek streets: The robot seeks streets by exploring the envi-
ronment, while avoiding collisions. Motion directions are
predefined: AIBO alternates forward and rotation steps.

• Approach the nearest street: When it perceives some
streets with the straight white line extractor, and tracks
them with the visual landmark tracker, the robot uses the
landmark approacher to walk (using omnidirectional mo-
tion) towards the nearest.

• Follow the street: When the robot is sufficiently close to
the street, it implements the linear straight line follower
for walking on the street (using nonholonomic-like mo-
tion), until at least one crossing is detected.

• Plan the path to destination: When a crossing is detected
with the coded square extractor, and tracked with the vi-
sual landmark tracker, the robot has univocally identi-
fied its ID and orientation. This information, along with
the coded square positions in the robot frame, and with
the map, identifies the robot pose (position and orien-
tation). The robot then utilizes a Dijkstra-based graph
search (Dijkstra 1959) to find the shortest path to the des-
tination. Depending on the result of the graph search, the
robot will approach and follow another street (repeat the
corresponding actions in the plan), or stop if the crossing
corresponds to the desired destination.

The autonomous navigation plan repeats the above ac-
tions until the destination is reached. Transitions that start
or terminate the actions represent events (e.g. Street seen, or
Crossing near) which are triggered by conditions on sensed
information (e.g. distance from a line). The plan must also
deal with action failures. For instance, whenever the robot
loses visual contact with a street it was approaching, the sys-
tem aborts the current action and moves to the state where
the street is not seen, and so on, until the robot reaches the
street again.
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6 Other aspects of the ASPICE robot driver

In this section, we will describe the implementation of four
features of the ASPICE robot driver which have not been
detailed in Cherubini et al. (2007).

First, a fundamental requirement for effective remote
controlled navigation is the feedback of the robot camera
to the Control Unit (i.e., to the user). This is not only an
essential aid for the user to drive the robot in the environ-
ment, but is also helpful for exploration and extension of
virtual mobility. By driving the robot in a desired spot of the
apartment, the disabled person can monitor, with AIBO’s
on board camera, that area. Thus, an algorithm for feeding
back to the ASPICE GUI the image captured by the robot
has been developed. Each new image captured by the ro-
bot camera is compressed on board using the standard tech-
niques provided by the Independent JPEG Group libraries,2

before being streamed over a wireless connection to the AS-
PICE Control Unit. However, we had to develop ourselves a
simple algorithm for luminosity adaptation, since the qual-
ity of the AIBO camera could not cope with luminosity
changes. In practice, the image luminosity is adaptively in-
cremented/decremented before compression, depending on
the image average luminosity. This simple approach reduces
the variations in the average image luminosity during video
stream.

To improve ambient exploration with the camera, a GUI
for head control has also been developed. This GUI allows
the user to directly move the robot head and point the camera
in a desired direction. With this GUI, the user can control the
head pan and tilt angles (ϕ and ψ2) with fixed steps, in order
to point the camera in a desired direction. The head control
GUI is shown in Fig. 8 (top).

Another feature of the system is a GUI for vocal requests,
which has been included to improve the communication of
the patient with the caregiver. This feature covers an impor-
tant issue in ASPICE, enabling the robot to be socially in-
teractive. When the robot receives a vocal request (e.g., ‘I
am thirsty’) from the control unit, it plays the corresponding
prerecorded audio file with its speakers in order to attract
the caregiver attention. The vocal request GUI is shown in
Fig. 8 (bottom). In the GUI, each button that the user can
select corresponds to vocal request (here, ‘turn on/off the
light’, ‘Please come’, ‘I am thirsty’, ‘Close the window’ and
‘I am hungry’).

Finally, another issue that deserved attention is AIBO’s
walking gait, which has been modified on the basis of the
ASPICE requirements (e.g., reducing the noise caused by
foot contact with the ground). The basic principle of the al-
gorithm is to move the robot feet alternatively (in a “waddle”

2www.ijg.org

style) in rectangles. The directions and sizes of such rectan-
gles are determined by the motion command (vx , vy , vθ ).
The joint angles required to drive the feet on the rectangular
trajectories are calculated by solving the inverse kinematics
problem for each leg. Nevertheless, many walking styles can
be implemented, and a set of parameters (e.g., the position of
the rectangles with respect to AIBO’s body, or their height)
defines each possible walking style. Hence, a set of such pa-
rameters was chosen and tested to fulfill ASPICE require-
ments. Clearly, the limitations in the robot hardware for-
bid usage in environments with steps (e.g. stairs) and steep
slopes.

7 Simulations

The possibility of testing the robot navigation system in a
simulated environment has been crucial from the very early
stages of the ASPICE project. To this end, we have adopted
Webots, a mobile robot simulation environment developed
by Cyberbotics, which is used by many universities world-
wide for modeling and controlling mobile robots. In Webots,
a complete mobile robotics setup can be defined, by creating
complex environments and equipping a robot with sensors
and actuators. For each object, one can define all physical
properties, and the simulated robot can be programmed with
the same development environment as the real one.

The simulation environment was built according to the
real environment where the ASPICE experiments take place,
a small apartment located at Fondazione Santa Lucia in
Rome, intended for rehabilitation purposes, and the various
navigation modes of Sect. 2 have been implemented in We-
bots. A typical simulation of the ASPICE semi-autonomous
mode is shown in Fig. 9. Here, the user tried to drive AIBO
to a given destination in the apartment (indicated by a red
arrow in the figure), through a single direction command
(forward) along the line joining the initial and final config-
uration. The built-in obstacle avoidance algorithm was able
to successfully accomplish the task in spite of the many ob-
stacles along the way. In the simulation shown in Fig. 9, the
nonholonomic conversion entailed by (10) was being tested,
for a preliminary assessment.

8 Experiments

In this section, we show the results of various experiments
that were performed with the robot driver. The experi-
ments cover all the characteristics of the driver mentioned
in the paper. Moreover, we discuss the ASPICE clinical
validation and its results on the quality of life of poten-
tial users. The two designed motion modes (omnidirec-
tional and nonholonomic-like) are associated to the robot
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Fig. 8 The ASPICE GUIs for
head control (top), and for vocal
requests (bottom)

Fig. 9 A simulation result for
semi-autonomous navigation

behavior as explained previously: omnidirectional motion
is used for single step navigation, semi-autonomous nav-
igation and landmark approach, while nonholonomic-like
motion is used when seeking and following streets. Short
video clips of the experiments can be viewed on the web site:
http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/~labrob/research/ASPICE.html).

In a first series of experiments (shown in Fig. 10), the
performance of the obstacle avoidance algorithms is tested
by using the semi-autonomous navigation mode. Omnidi-
rectional translational motion is used for mapping desired
user velocities to the configuration space. In the first (top
left in the figure) and third (bottom) experiments, a single
‘go forward’ command is used, and the robot is able to suc-
cessfully avoid the obstacles while maintaining the orienta-
tion desired by the user. In the second experiment (top right
in the figure), a single ‘go right’ command is used. Again,
the robot avoids the obstacle while maintaining the desired
orientation. The robustness of the obstacle avoidance algo-
rithm is evident in the third experiment, where the obstacle
scenario is more complex than in the two other experiments.
In general, due to the vibrations in the quadruped gait cycle,
and to the low-quality of AIBO’s distance sensors, small and
fast moving obstacles might not be detected by the robot.
However, using the robot camera video feedback presented
in Sect. 6, the user can detect such obstacles and intervene to

prevent collisions. Our approach has given excellent results,
and the robot has never collided during the experiments.

In another experiment, the localization performance in
the map-based navigation mode is addressed. In the au-
tonomous mode, robot localization, broadly speaking, con-
sists of the four actions (see Sect. 5.3): seek streets, ap-
proach the nearest street (after having detected a street), fol-
low the street, and plan the path to destination (after having
detected a crossing). Line detection during the seek streets
action is the major bottleneck in this localization scheme,
because, once the robot has detected a street, the high ac-
curacy in the three other actions (> 95%) guarantees con-
vergence to the desired destination. Hence, the autonomous
mode localization performance is evaluated, by estimating
the maximum distance from the roadmap at which the ro-
bot is able to detect the straight lines. In our opinion, this is
the best way of assessing the localization in the map-based
navigation mode: in fact, as soon as at least one line is de-
tected, the robot is able to reach the roadmap and find its
way to the requested destination. For the experiment, the
robot is placed at a distance of 3 m from a straight white
line, in various positions and orientations (some configu-
rations are shown in Fig. 11). The maximum distance at
which the robot detects the line is measured and averaged
over all the experiments. After 20 experiments, the average

http://www.diag.uniroma1.it/~labrob/research/ASPICE.html
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Fig. 10 Three experiments
showing the performance of
semi-autonomous navigation.
The user drives the robot using a
single command: ‘go forward’
(top left and bottom) and ‘go
right’ (top right)

Fig. 11 The maximum distance
at which the robot is able to
detect the roadmap lines is
measured by positioning the
robot in various configurations
around a straight white line

value is 2.14 m, with standard deviation 0.15 m. Clearly,
these values are strongly related to the environment light
conditions and possible visual occlusions. In our opinion
a more ‘quantitative’ assessment of the localization perfor-
mance is impossible, since too many factors should be taken
into account: environment structure, light conditions, map
topology, etc. In the roadmap used for the ASPICE exper-
iments (see Fig. 7), since the maximum distance between
lines is compatible with such results, the robot is capable

of reaching the roadmap from every position in the environ-
ment. Moreover, even when the initial position is far from
the roadmap, the seek streets action will lead the robot to a
position where it is able to detect at least one line.

In a third series of experiments, the performance of the
navigation system is evaluated by driving the robot from a
start point to a goal point (noted respectively “S” and “G”
in Figs. 12 and 13). The task is repeated 5 times for each of
the three navigation modes (single step, semi-autonomous,
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Fig. 12 Comparison between
the three ASPICE navigation
modes: with the mouse as input
device, the user drives the robot
from point S to point G using
the single step (above),
semi-autonomous (center) and
autonomous (below) modes

and autonomous) by using first a mouse (Fig. 12), and after-
wards a BCI (Fig. 13) as input devices. In semi-autonomous
navigation, omnidirectional translational motion is used for
mapping desired user velocities to the configuration space.
In the BCI experiments, time domain features (see Sect. 2.2)
are used to select the desired command. We decided to use
the P300 as a BCI control signal because of its stability and
because it does not require subject training. Based on these
characteristics, we considered the P300-based BCI control
as the more appropriated to be compared with the mouse
control. The comparison between the three modes and be-
tween the two input devices is based on execution time and
user intervention (i.e. number of times the user had to in-
tervene by updating the commands) averaged over the ex-
periments. As expected, the results (plotted in Fig. 14) con-
firm the qualitative properties expected for each mode. Note
that the best choice depends not only on the user preference
and ability but also on the specific task (e.g., position of the
start and goal points in the environment, presence and po-
sition of obstacles). As expected, the user intervention di-
minishes as the robot autonomy increases (both using BCI
and mouse). On the other side, note that in the specific con-
figuration used in the experiment, the execution time does

not always decrease as autonomy increases. For example,
when the robot is mouse-driven, the task is executed in 1:23
minutes using the semi-autonomous mode, and in 1:30 using
the autonomous mode. The differences may depend, among
other factors, on the distances of the start and goal points
from the roadmap. The use of the BCI introduces a time de-
lay on each user intervention. This delay is due to the time
required for selection of each command. In fact, to reduce
the effect of the EEG signal noise, the command selection is
validated after the user has ‘confirmed’ it various times (in
our experiment, 6 times). Moreover, BCI control introduces
errors during the navigation, due to EEG noise and large
user inaccuracy, as compared to mouse control. Hence, the
user intervention is greater with the BCI, since the user must
apply extra commands to correct the errors. Consider, for
example, the semi-autonomous experiment: with the mouse,
four clicks were sufficient, whereas with the BCI, the user
had to intervene 11 times. This specific result is related to
the characteristics of the semi-autonomous mode, which re-
quires precise timing when switching between walking di-
rections. This requirement is hardly compatible with the
BCI. For both the aforementioned reasons (time delay on
each command and errors), the total execution time is par-
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Fig. 13 BCI-driven single step
navigation experiment.
A feedback stimulus is provided
on the screen. The commands
used to drive the robot from
point S to point G are displayed
on the bottom

Fig. 14 (Color online) Comparison between the 3 navigation modes
using 2 input devices: mouse (blue), BCI (red). Execution time (in
minutes): dashed, user intervention (number of commands): solid

ticularly worsened when a high intervention is required. For
instance, in single step mode, the experiment requires 2:22
more with the BCI than with the mouse, whereas in au-
tonomous mode the difference is only 17 seconds. At the
state of the art, there is no advantage in using a BCI when
any other input device can be controlled by the user. Never-
theless, for all users that are unable to use standard devices,
the BCI provides a useful solution, especially when it is as-
sociated with autonomous navigation. Hybrid approaches in
which brain signals are employed at the same time as motor-
based inputs are currently under investigation.

The usefulness of the navigation system to increase pa-
tient independence in everyday life is shown in an exper-
iment where a domestic task is achieved by taking advan-

tage of all the characteristics of the ASPICE robot driver.
The task is shown in Fig. 15: the robot is used to verify
whether the bottle of water is on the green table in a domes-
tic environment. The visual feedback from the robot camera
supports the user throughout navigation. The robot is ini-
tially located far from the roadmap with an obstacle on the
way. The user perceives this information via the robot cam-
era, and decides to control AIBO with the semi-autonomous
mode to approach the roadmap (Fig. 15a). When the user
perceives that the robot is sufficiently near the roadmap, the
autonomous mode is used to drive the robot to the target
nearest to the green table (Fig. 15b–d). Then, in order to ob-
tain precise motion of the robot camera and check if the bot-
tle is on the table, the user controls the robot with the single
step mode, and finally displaces the robot camera with the
head control menu (Fig. 15e).

Finally, in another experiment, autonomous robot battery
charging, is implemented. This behavior is also present in
the commercial Sony Driver, but since Sony does not re-
lease the code of its driver, we had to realize it ad hoc for
this project. This experiment not only fulfills an important
ASPICE requirement, but also provides an additional test-
bed for the autonomous navigation mode. In fact, the AIBO
Charging Station is placed near a marked crossing on the
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Fig. 15 Executing a domestic
task (check if the bottle is on the
green table) by taking advantage
of all the characteristics of the
ASPICE robot driver

Fig. 16 Battery charging
experiment

roadmap shown in Fig. 7, and as soon as the battery level
is low, the robot autonomously moves to the station. The
experiment is illustrated in Fig. 16. The robot position at
consecutive time frames is shown while it approaches the
roadmap, follows the street up to the battery charger cross-
ing, detects it, and makes a turn in order to reach its destina-
tion (the charging station) on the basis of the plan.

At this stage of the project, the system has been im-
plemented and is available at the Fondazione Santa Lucia
in Rome for validation with patients (Cincotti et al. 2008).
All domotic appliances used in ASPICE have been installed

in the experimental apartment of the hospital. A portable
computer runs the Control Unit program, and several in-
put devices are available to cope with as many categories
of users as possible. The subjects have been admitted for a
neurorehabilitation program, and the whole procedure un-
derwent the approval of the local ethical committee. The
patients have been informed on the device, and have given
their voluntary informed written consent. Furthermore, they
have been interviewed and examined physically by the clin-
icians, for evaluating some variables of interest: the degree
of motor impairment and of reliance on the caregivers for
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everyday activities as assessed by current standardized scale
(Barthel Index BI), the familiarity with the system input de-
vices, the ability to speak or communicate, and the level
of informatics alphabetization measured by the number of
hours per week spent in front of a computer. Then, for a
period ranging from 3 to 4 weeks, the patient and (when re-
quired) her/his caregivers have been practicing weekly with
the ASPICE system. During the whole period, patients had
the assistance of an engineer and a therapist in their interac-
tion with the system. The experiments have been carried out
with eight subjects suffering from Spinal Muscular Atrophy
type II (SMA II) and six subjects suffering from Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy (DMD). Depending on their level of
disability, the users controlled AIBO with various ASPICE
input devices.

According to the score of the BI, all patients were on al-
most complete dependence of caregivers, especially the six
subjects suffering from DMD (BI < 35), who required artifi-
cial ventilation, had minimal residual mobility of the upper
limbs and very slow speech. Because of the high level of
muscular impairment, the DMD patients all had access to
the system via joypads. As for the eight SMA II subjects,
their level of dependency was slightly lower with respect
the DMD patients, but they also required continuous assis-
tance for daily life activity (BI < 50). These patients have
accessed the system via joystick, touchpad, head tracker,
keyboard and microphone, since the residual motor abilities
were still functionally effective both in terms of muscular
strength and range of movements preserved. Four of them
interacted with the system via BCI. Both the frequency do-
main and the time domain versions of the BCI have been
used, according to the user predisposition. All of the patients
were able to master the system and control AIBO within 5
sessions. Details on ASPICE input devices other than the
mouse and BCI, are provided in Cincotti et al. (2008). Al-
though the successful integration of these devices empha-
sizes the robot driver flexibility, space limitation does not
allow further discussion in this paper.

Data on user satisfaction, increase of independence, and
reduction of caregiver workload, have been collected, struc-
tured in questionnaires, during the experimentation. For in-
stance, the users were asked to indicate with a number rang-
ing from 0 (not satisfied) to 5 (very satisfied) their degree of
acceptance relative to each of the output devices. The aver-
age grade given by the patients to their ‘personal satisfaction
in utilizing the robot’ was 3.04 on a 5-point scale. This is a
very promising result, considering that the users were orig-
inally more accustomed to using and controlling the ‘tradi-
tional’ ASPICE appliances rather than the mobile robot.

According to the results of the questionnaire, all patients
were independent in the use of the system at the end of the
training and they experienced (as they reported) “the possi-
bility to interact with the environment by myself”. From the

clinical viewpoint, the robot navigation system was useful in
blending the “desiderata” of the patients (e.g., being in the
living room with the relatives, reaching someone far from
the patient’s location) with their level of disability (which
prevented them from acting as first-person in realizing such
“desiderata”). For example, patients with a partial preserva-
tion of distal arm muscular ability (i.e., most SMA II pa-
tients) could have a complete control of the robot via single
step navigation. On the other hand, severely impaired pa-
tients (i.e. DMD patients), who were unable to send frequent
commands, could operate the robot in semi-autonomous and
autonomous navigation modes. Further studies are neces-
sary to confront a larger population of patients with AS-
PICE, in order to assess the robot navigation system im-
pact on the quality of life by taking into account a range
of outcomes (e.g. mood, motivation, caregiver burden, em-
ployability, satisfaction, Kohler et al. 2005; Bach et al. 2003;
Natterlund et al. 2000). Nevertheless, the results obtained
from this pilot study are encouraging for the establishment
of a solid link between the field of human machine interac-
tion and neurorehabilitation strategy (Hammel 2003). The
ASPICE system cannot substitute the assistance provided
by a human. Nevertheless, it can contribute to relieve the
caregiver from a continuous presence in the room of the pa-
tient, since the latter can perform some simple activities on
its own. The perception of the patients is that they no longer
have to rely on the caregiver for each and every action. This
provides the patient with both a sense of independence, and
a sense of privacy. For both reasons, his quality of life is
sensibly improved.

9 Conclusions and future work

In this work, we presented the development of a multimode
navigation system for AIBO based on few simple primitives.
In particular, three navigation modes have been devised to
provide the user with different levels of interaction and con-
trol of the mobile robot. These operating modes have been
integrated in the ASPICE system, and have been tested by
patients in a neurorehabilitation program. All aspects of the
system are covered: design, implementation, simulation, ex-
periments and clinical assessment. The article contains ma-
jor improvements and refinements over our previous works.
In this paper, details on the robot driver primitives, on the
BCI, and on other robot features implemented in ASPICE
have been added, along with extended experiments showing
the main system characteristics.

The main contribution of this work is the presentation
of a system that provides remote control of a mobile robot
via various input devices (including a Brain-Computer In-
terface), in an assistive rehabilitation project. In particular,
the robot driver has been designed in order to be effectively
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operated by low-speed input devices, such as the ones de-
veloped in ASPICE (e.g., the BCI). Hence, in this work we
did not attempt to provide a new control interface for robot
navigation, but rather focused on the design and implemen-
tation of an appropriate robot navigation system, that can
be matched to various forms of detection of the user’s will.
The study presented in this manuscript successfully showed
feasibility of the proposed approach.
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